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Abstract
In this work, we present a subdomain discontinuous least-squares (SDLS) scheme
for neutronics problems. Least-squares (LS) methods are known to be inaccu-
rate for problems with sharp total-cross section interfaces. In addition, the
least-squares scheme is known not to be globally conservative in heterogeneous
problems. In problems where global conservation is important, e.g. k-eigenvalue
problems, a conservative treatment must be applied. We, in this study, propose
an SDLS method that retains global conservation, and, as a result, gives high
accuracy on eigenvalue problems. Such a method resembles the LS formulation
in each subdomain without a material interface and differs from LS in that an
additional least-squares interface term appears for each interface. The scalar
flux is continuous in each subdomain with continuous finite element method
(CFEM) while discontinuous on interfaces for every pair of contiguous subdo-
mains. SDLS numerical results are compared with those obtained from other
numerical methods with test problems having material interfaces. High accu-
racy of scalar flux in fixed-source problems and keff in eigenvalue problems are
demonstrated.
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1. Introduction
Neutral particle transport problems are governed by a first-order, hyperbolic
equation. As a result particle transport problems, especially those that are
streaming dominated, can have sharp gradients along the characteristic lines.
Such problems require spatial discretizations that allow for discontinuities in
space. Moreover, in regions where there is a strong scattering, discontinuous fi-
nite element method (DFEM) have been shown to properly preserve the asymp-
totic diffusion limit of the transport equation [1]. These two facts have led to
discontinuous Galerkin finite elements being widely accepted in transport cal-
culations. Nevertheless, the discontinuous finite element methods have more
degrees of freedom (DoFs) than their continuous counterparts, especially in 3-
D.
Another approach to solving transport problems involves forming a second-
order transport operator, and solving the resulting equations using continuous
finite elements. Second-order transport problems based on the parity of the
equations and the self-adjoint angular flux (SAAF) equation are well-known[2,
3, 4, 5, 6]. The resulting equations are symmetric, but are ill-posed in void
regions and ill-conditioned in near voids.
More recently, Hansen, et al. [7] derived a second-order form that is equiva-
lent to minimizing the squared residual of the transport operator; it is therefore
called the least-squares transport equation (LSTE). This method can also be
formed by multiplying the transport equation by the adjoint transport operator
or by applying least-squares finite elements in space to the transport equation.
The resulting equations are well-posed in void and are symmetric positive def-
inite (SPD). The least-squares method has been continuously investigated in
the applied mathematics and computational fluid dynamics communities for
decades [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. However, the method generally has low accuracy
in problems with interfaces between optically thin and thick materials without
local refinement near the interface[14, 16, 15, 17]. Additionally, the standard
least-squares method does not have particle conservation (except in the limit
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as the number of zones goes to infinity), which would induce undesirably large
k-eigenvalue errors in neutronics simulations [18], unless conservative accelera-
tion schemes, such as nonlinear diffusion acceleration described in [19, 20, 21],
are applied to regain the conservation.
In the process of deriving the least-squares equations, the symmetrization
of the transport equation converts a hyperbolic equation to an elliptic equation
and causes loss of causality. For example, the presence of a strong absorber
downstream of a source can influence the solution upstream of the source. In
remedying this deficiency, it is desirable to add back some asymmetry to the
operator, but do so in such a way that still preserves the positive properties of
the least-squares method.
To this end we develop a least-squares method that minimizes the square of
the transport residual over certain regions of the entire problem domain. In each
of these subregions the interaction cross-sections are slowly varying functions of
space. We allow the solution between these regions to be discontinuous. The re-
sulting scheme essentially solves least-squares independently in each subregion,
and the regions are coupled through a sweep-like procedure1. Furthermore, with
the correct weighting in the least-squares procedure, we can construct a method
that is globally conservative.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: we start off reviewing the
governing equation and the ordinary least-squares finite element weak formula-
tion derived from the minimization point of view in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, we propose a
new method that is based on a least-squares formulation over contiguous blocks
in the problem base on a novel subdomain-discontinuous functional. We also
derive the corresponding weak formulations in this section. Next, we further
theoretically demonstrate the method, unlike standard least-squares methods,
1In this work, we will utilize the discrete-ordinates method for angular discretization.
When solving the discrete-ordinates equations with first-order discretization techniques, such
as discontinuous Galerkin method, the procedure is such that the transport equation is solved
from upstream cells to downstream cells, a procedure called a “sweep”.
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retains conservation in both a global and subdomain sense. In Sec. 4, several
numerical tests are presented to demonstrate conservation as well as the im-
proved accuracy. We then conclude the study and discuss potential future work
in Sec. 5.
2. Revisit least-squares discretization of transport equation
2.1. One group transport equation
We will consider steady, energy-independent transport problems with isotropic
scattering in this work. The complications of energy dependence and anisotropic
scattering can be readily incorporated into our method. The steady transport
equation used to describe neutral particles of a single speed is expressed in
operator form as:
Lψ = qs, (1a)
where the transport operator L is defined as the sum of the streaming operator
#»
Ω · ∇(·) and total collision operator σt:
L =
#»
Ω · ∇(·) + σt, (1b)
and qs represents the total volumetric source defined as the sum of the scattering
source Sψ and a fixed volumetric source q(~r,
#»
Ω):
qs = Sψ + q. (1c)
In these equations ψ(~r,
#»
Ω) is the angular flux of neutral particles with units of
particles per unit area per unit time, where ~r ∈ D ⊂R3, D stands for problem
domain and
#»
Ω ∈ S2 is a point on the unit sphere representing a direction of
travel for the particles. S is the scattering operator. For isotropic scattering, it
is defined as
Sψ =
∫
4pi
dΩ′ σs
(
#»
Ω · #»Ω′
)
ψ(~r,
#»
Ω′) =
σsφ
4pi
, (2)
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where σs
(
#»
Ω · #»Ω′
)
is differential scattering cross section defined as
σs
(
#»
Ω · #»Ω′
)
=
σs
4pi
(3)
and φ is the scalar flux defined as
φ =
∫
4pi
dΩ ψ. (4)
Additionally, σs is the scattering cross section.
The boundary conditions for Eq. (1) specify the angular flux ψinc on the
boundary for incoming directions:
ψ(~r,
#»
Ω) = ψinc(~r,
#»
Ω) for r ∈ ∂D, ~n · #»Ω < 0. (5)
We discretize the angular component of the transport equation using discrete-
ordinates (SN ) method [22]. Therein, we use a quadrature set {wm, #»Ωm}, con-
taining weights wm and quadrature collocation points
#»
Ωm, for the angular space
to obtain the set of equations:
#»
Ωm · ∇ψm + σtψm = qs, ψm = ψ
(
#»
Ωm
)
, m = 1, · · · ,M, (6)
with M being the total number of angles in the quadrature. Additionally, the
angular integration for generic function f is defined as:∫
4pi
dΩ f(
#»
Ω) =
M∑
m=1
wmf(
#»
Ωm). (7)
For instance, the scalar flux is expressed as
φ(~r) =
∫
4pi
dΩ ψ(~r,
#»
Ω) ≈
M∑
m=1
wmψm(~r). (8)
2.2. LS weak formulation
In order to employ CFEM to solve the transport equation, Hansel, et al. [7]
derived a least-squares form of transport equation by multiplying the transport
equation by adjoint streaming and removal operator, i.e.
L† (Lψ − qs) = 0, (9)
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where
L† = − #»Ω · ∇(·) + σt. (10)
The corresponding weak form of the problem in Eq. (9) with CFEM is: given a
function space V, find ψ ∈ V such that ∀v ∈ V:∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
D
dV vL† (Lψ − qs) = 0. (11)
The property of adjoint operators allows us to express Eq. (11) as∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
D
dV Lv (Lψ − qs)−
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
∂D
ds ~n · #»Ωv(Lψ − qs) = 0. (12)
Additionally, we require the transport equation to be satisfied on the boundary
as well:
Lψ − qs = 0. (13)
Therefore, the weak form can be expressed as:∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
D
dV Lv (Lψ − qs) = 0. (14)
On the other hand, one could also derive the weak form from defining a
least-squares functional of transport residual:
ΓLS =
1
2
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
D
dV (Lψ − qs)2. (15)
Minimizing Eq. (15) in a discrete function space V leads to Eq. (14) as well2.
2.3. Imposing boundary conditions
In the derivation above, the incident boundary conditions have been ignored.
Though it is possible to impose a strong boundary condition [5], a weak bound-
ary condition is chosen in this work instead. To weakly impose the boundary
2The procedure of the minimization is to find a stationary “point” in a specific function
space, see Ref. [23] for details.
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condition, the functional is changed to
ΓLS =
1
2
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
D
dV (Lψ − qs)2 + 1
2
∫
~n· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D
ds λ
(
ψ − ψinc)2 , (16)
where λ is a freely chosen Lagrange multiplier. The resulting LS weak formula-
tion with boundary condition is then expressed as:∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
D
dV Lv (L− S)ψ +
∫
~n· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D
ds λvψ
=
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
D
dV Lvq +
∫
~n· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D
ds λvψinc, (17)
where the weight function v is any element of the trial space.
If we choose λ = σt
∣∣∣~n · #»Ω∣∣∣, then in non-void situations the LS scheme is
globally conservative in homogeneous media (i.e., where σt is spatially indepen-
dent in the whole domain). This can be seen by taking the weight function v
to be 1 in Eq. (17) and performing the integration over angle to get
σtB = 0, (18a)
B :=
∫
∂D
ds jout −
∫
~n· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D
ds
∣∣∣~n · #»Ω∣∣∣ψinc + ∫
D
dV (σaφ−Q)
 , (18b)
jout :=
∫
~n· #»Ω>0
dΩ
∣∣∣~n · #»Ω∣∣∣ψ and Q := ∫
4pi
dΩ q. (18c)
Here B is the global balance: it states that the outgoing current, jout, plus the
absorption σaφ is equal to the total source plus the incoming current. When
σt = 0, B being any value does not disturb σtB = 0. In general, what we observe
is B 6= 0. Therefore, conservation is lost.
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3. A least-squares discretization allowing discontinuity on subdomain
interface
3.1. The SDLS functional and weak formulation
Given that LS is conservative when the cross-sections are constant and non-
void, we propose to reformulate the problem to solve using least-squares in
subdomains where cross-sections are constant. On the boundary of these sub-
domains we connect the angular fluxes using an interface condition that allows
the fluxes to be discontinuous. The result is a discretization that can be solved
using a procedure analogous to transport sweeps where the sweeps are over
subdomains, instead of mesh zones.
In the context of a minimization problem, we can define a functional in the
following form:
ΓSDLS =
1
2
∑
Di
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
Di
dV (Liψi − qsi)2 + 1
2
∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D∩Di
ds σti
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ (ψi − ψinc)2
+
1
2
∑
Di
∑
Fi,j
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
Fi,j
ds σti
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ (ψi − ψj)2, (19)
where Fi,j is the interface between Di and any contiguous subdomain Dj. Ac-
cordingly, the variational problem turns to: find ψi in a polynomial space V
such that ∀vi ∈ V,
∑
Di
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
Di
dV Livi (Li − Si)ψi +
∑
Fi,j
σti
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
Fi,j
ds
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ vi (ψi − ψj)

+
∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D∩Di
ds σti
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ viψi = ∑
Di
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
Di
dV Liviqi (20)
+
∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D∩Di
ds σti
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ viψinc.
Compared with ordinary LS method as illustrated in Eq. (17), SDLS does
not enforce the continuity on subdomain interface. That presents possibility of
combining the least-squares method and transport sweeps. For a given direction,
#»
Ω, Eq. (20) can be written as a block-lower triangular system if no re-entering
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interface manifests. Therein, each block is LS applied to a subdomain.The inver-
sion of this system requires solving a LS system for each subdomains, connected
via boundary angular fluxes.
3.2. Subdomain-wise and global conservation
A favorable SDLS property is both subdomain conservation and global con-
servation are preserved. The demonstration is similar to the derivation in Sec.
2.3. Taking vi = 1, Livi simplifies to
Livi = σti. (21)
Accordingly, the SDLS weak form in Eq. (20) is transformed to
∑
Di
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
Di
dV σti (Li − Si)ψi +
∑
Fi,j
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
Fi,j
ds
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣σti (ψi − ψj)

+
∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D∩Di
ds σti
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ψi = ∑
Di
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
Di
dV σtiqi (22)
+
∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D∩Di
ds σti
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ψinc.
Denote the boundary of subdomain Di by ∂Di3, the first integral in Eq. (22)
can be expressed as:∑
Di
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
Di
dV σti (Li − Si)ψi = −
∑
Di
∫
∂Di
ds
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣σtiψi
+
∑
Di
∫
∂Di
ds
∫
~ni· #»Ω>0
dΩ
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣σtiψi +∑
Di
∫
Di
dV σtiσaiφi. (23)
Note that∑
Di
∑
Fi,j
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
Fi,j
ds
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣σtiψi + ∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D∩Di
ds σti
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ψi
−
∑
Di
∫
∂Di
ds
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣σtiψi = 0. (24)
3Note that ∂Di could either be on the problem boundary or interior interfaces.
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Introducing Eqs. (23) and (24) into (22) leads to
∑
Di
∫
Di
dV σtiσaiφi +
∑
∂Di
∫
~ni· #»Ω>0
dΩ
∫
Fi,j
ds σti
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ψi

=
∑
Di
∑
Fi,j
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
Fi,j
ds
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣σtiψj +∑
Di
∫
Di
dV σtiQi (25)
+
∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∮
∂D∩Di
ds σti
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ψinc.
Define the incoming currents from contiguous subdomainDj and problem bound-
ary for subdomain Di and outgoing current as
jini,j(~r) :=
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ψi, (26a)
jini,b(~r) :=
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ψinc (26b)
and
jouti (~r) :=
∫
~ni· #»Ω>0
dΩ
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ψi, (26c)
respectively. It is then straightforward to get
∑
Di
∫
Di
dV σtiσaiφi +
∫
∂Di
ds σtij
out
i

=
∑
Di
∑
Fi,j
∫
Fi,j
ds σtij
in
i,j +
∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
∫
∂D∩Di
ds σtij
in
i,b +
∑
Di
∫
Di
dV σtiQi. (27)
Assuming σti is spatially uniform within Di, we can further transform Eq. (27)
to
∑
Di
σti
∫
Di
dV σaiφi +
∫
∂Di
ds jouti

−
∑
Di
σti
∑
Fi,j
∫
Fi,j
ds jini,j −
∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
σti
∫
∂D∩Di
ds jini,b −
∑
Di
σti
∫
Di
dV Qi = 0. (28)
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or equivalently ∑
Di
σtiBi = 0 (29)
For all nonzero σti, in order to make Eq. (29) true, one must have subdomain-
wise conservation:
Bi ≡ 0, ∀Di ⊂ D (30)
Additionally, this implies that there is the global conservation:∑
Di
Bi = 0 (31)
3.3. Conservative void treatment
CFEM-SAAF is globally conservative, yet, not compatible with void and
potentially ill-conditioned in near-void situations. Therefore, efforts have been
put in alleviating CFEM-SAAF in void [17, 18, 21, 24]. We will specially give a
brief review of the treatment developed in [18, 24].
Therein, Laboure, et al. developed a hybrid method compatible with void
and near-void based on SAAF and LS. Denote non-void and void/uniform near-
void subdomains by Dn and Dv, respectively4. Then the hybrid formulation is
presented as:∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
D
dV
(
τ
#»
Ω · ∇vψ + σtvψ − (1− σtτ) #»Ω · ∇vψ
)
+
∫
~n· #»Ω>0
dΩ
∫
∂D
ds
∣∣∣~n · #»Ω∣∣∣ vψ
=
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
D
dV
(
τ
#»
Ω · ∇v + v
)
qs +
∫
~n· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D
ds
∣∣∣~n · #»Ω∣∣∣ vψinc, (32)
where
τ =
1/σt, ~r ∈ Dn1/c ~r ∈ Dv . (33)
4In our work, Dv is defined with σt < 0.01 cm−1.
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c is a freely chosen constant and usually set to be 1. One notices that in non-void
subdomain, the formulation resembles CFEM-SAAF. At the same time, global
conservation is preserved. Therefore, the method is named “SAAF-Conservative
LS (SAAF-CLS)”.
Consider a homogeneous near-void problem. The weak form in Eq. (32) can
be transformed to∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
Dv
dV Lv (Lψ − qs) +
∫
~n· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂Dv
ds σt
∣∣∣~n · #»Ω∣∣∣ v (ψ − ψinc)
+
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
Dv
dV cv (Lψ − qs) +
∫
~n· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂Dv
ds c
∣∣∣~n · #»Ω∣∣∣ v (ψ − ψinc) = 0.
(34)
In void/near-void, CLS is conservative:
(σt + c)B = 0. (35)
We therefore modify SDLS such that void treatment based on Eq. (34) is
incorporated:
∑
Di⊂Dn
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
Di
dV Livi (Li − Si)ψi +
∑
Fi,j
σti
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
Fi,j
ds
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ vi (ψi − ψj)

+
∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
Di⊂Dn
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D∩Di
ds σti
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ viψi
+
∑
Di⊂Dv
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
Di
dV (cvi + Livi) (Li − Si)ψi +
∑
Fi,j
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
Fi,j
ds (c+ σti)
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ vi (ψi − ψj)

+
∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
Di⊂Dv
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D∩Di
ds (c+ σti)
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ viψi (36)
=
∑
Di⊂Dn
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
Di
dV Liviqi +
∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
Di⊂Dn
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D∩Di
ds σti
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ viψinc.
+
∑
Di⊂Dv
∮
4pi
dΩ
∫
Di
dV (cvi + Livi)qi +
∑
Di∩∂D6=∅
Di⊂Dv
∫
~ni· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D∩Di
ds (c+ σti)
∣∣∣~ni · #»Ω∣∣∣ viψinc.
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4. Numerical results
The implementation is carried out by the C++ finite element library deal.II
[25]. The Bi-conjugate gradient stabilized method [26] is used as linear solver
for SDLS and CFEM-SAAF-CLS while LS and CFEM-SAAF are solved using
conjugate gradient method. Symmetric successive overrelaxation [27] is used
as preconditioner for all calculations with relaxation factor fixed at 1.4. In
all tests, we also include results from solving the globally conservative self-
adjoint angular flux (SAAF) equation with CFEM as a comparison[2, 21]. In
all problems, piecewise linear polynomial basis functions are used. In the 1D
examples, the angular quadrature is the Gauss quadrature. In the 2D test, the
quadrature is a Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature with azimuthal point number on
each polar level specified in a way similar to level-symmetric quadrature. See
Ref. [28] for further details.
4.1. Reed’s problem
The first problem is Reed’s problem in 1D slab geometry [29] designed to test
spatial differencing accuracy and stability. The material properties are listed in
Table 1. Specifically, a void region is set at x ∈ (3, 5). Results using S8 in angle
are presented in Figure 1a with zoomed results for x ∈ (4.75, 6.25) cm in Figure
1b. In this figure 32 cells are used for the CFEM-LS (green line), CFEM-SAAF-
CLS (blue line) and SDLS (red lines) calculations. For SDLS, the interfaces
are set at x = 3, 5, 6 cm. The reference is provided by solving the first-order
transport equation with DFEM with linear discontinuous basis using 2000 cells.
With the void treatment, the SDLS flux profile in x ∈ (3, 5) is flat and the
relative error is lower than 3× 10−5. By defining the relative balance as:
Brel =
|B|∫
~n· #»Ω<0
dΩ
∫
∂D
ds
∣∣∣~n · #»Ω∣∣∣ψinc + ∫
D
dV Q
,
we found that the SDLS is globally conservative as Brel = 5.56× 10−12. On the
other hand, LS solution is distorted in void and the balance is poor (Brel = 3.73×
13
10−3). Meanwhile, we notice that CFEM-SAAF-CLS gives a better solution in
the graph norm than LS in most regions of the problem. Yet, solution in void
region is heavily affected by the thick absorber (x ∈ (5, 6) cm) as continuity is
enforced at x = 5 cm.
Table 1: Material configuration for Reed’s problem.
x [cm] (0,2) (2,3) (3,5) (5,6) (6,8)
σt [cm
−1] 1 1 0 5 50
σs [cm
−1] 0.9 0.9 0 0 0
Q 0 1 0 0 50
0 2 4 6 8
x [cm]
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
φ
Ref.
LS
CFEM-SAAF-CLS
SDLS
(a) Reed’s problem result comparison.
5 5.5 6
x [cm] (zoomed)
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
φ
Ref.
LS
CFEM-SAAF-CLS
SDLS
(b) Zoomed results x ∈ (4.75, 6.25) cm.
Figure 1: Reed’s problem results from different methods. 32 cells are used.
4.2. Two region absorption problem
Another test problem is a 1D slab pure absorber problem firstly proposed by
Zheng et al. [38]. There is a unit isotropic incident angular flux on left boundary
of the slab. No source appears in the domain. In this problem
σt =
0.1 cm
−1 x < 1 cm
10 cm−1 otherwise
.
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Figure 2: Two-region absorption results comparison with LS, SAAF and SDLS.
The results in Figure 2 compare coarse solutions using different methods.
The reference solution was computed with first order S8 using diamond differ-
ence using 2× 104 spatial cells. The LS and SAAF solutions in the thin region
(x < 1 cm) are affected by the presence of the thick region (x > 1 cm), even
though that region is downstream of the incoming boundary source. Increasing
the cell count does improve these solutions, but there is still significant discrep-
ancy with the reference solution. In both cases, the SDLS solution captures the
behavior of the reference solution. In Figure 3 we see that both LS, SDLS and
SAAF converge to the exact solution at second-order, with the convergence for
LS being a bit more erratic.
Table 2 presents the relative global balances for different methods. As ex-
pected, LS presents large balance errors, even when the mesh is refined. On
the other hand, CFEM-SAAF and SDLS give round-off balance to the iterative
solver tolerance as expected.
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Figure 3: Leakage errors vs. DoF counts per direction at the right boundary.
Table 2: Relative global balances with different methods (absolute values).
Number of Cells 20 40 80 160 320
LS 8.439× 10−1 6.426× 10−1 3.564× 10−1 3.430× 10−1 4.948× 10−2
CFEM-SAAF 5.899× 10−14 1.786× 10−13 2.615× 10−13 1.274× 10−12 5.599× 10−12
SDLS 2.148× 10−13 7.668× 10−13 1.492× 10−12 2.090× 10−11 2.704× 10−12
4.3. Thin-thick k-eigenvalue problem
A one-group k-eigenvalue problem is also tested in 1D slab geometry. An
absorber region in x ∈ (0, 0.3) cm is set adjacent to a multiplying region in
x ∈ (0.3, 1.5) cm. Material properties are presented in Table 3. Reflective BCs
are imposed on both sides of the slab. The configuration is to mimic the impact
from setting a control rod near fuel.
A reference is provided by CFEM-SAAF using 20480 spatial cells. With the
presence of the strong absorber, the scalar flux has a large gradient near x = 0.3
cm. Figure 4 compares the results from different methods using 20 spatial cells.
In this case, LS (green starred line) presents noticeable undershooting near the
subdomain interface. Though CFEM-SAAF (blue triangles) is an improvement,
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it is still away from the reference in fuel region. SDLS (red squares), in contrast,
agrees well with reference solution except at the discontinuity introduced on the
material interface set at x = 0.3 cm.
Table 3: Material configuration for k-eigenvalue problem.
x [cm] (0,0.5) (0.5,1.5)
σt [cm
−1] 5 1
σs [cm
−1] 0 0.99
νσf 0 0.25
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
x [cm]
0
1
2
3
4
5
φ
SDLS
CFEM-SAAF
LS
Figure 4: Scalar flux from different methods.
We also examine the keff in Figure 5. We observe that SDLS converges to
the reference keff in the graph norm using only 10 spatial cells in Figure 5a. Yet,
CFEM-SAAF slowly converges to the reference and LS still has a large error
with 160 cells. Figure 5b shows keff error change with respect to DoF counts and
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Figure 5: k-eigenvalue results.
illustrates the benefit of adding the subdomain interface discontinuity. With 5
cells (the points with smallest DoF counts), SDLS has over an order lower of keff
error than CFEM-SAAF. When refining the spatial mesh, SDLS shows roughly
second-order convergence and has an error three orders of magnitude lower than
CFEM-SAAF with 160 cells (the points with largest DoF counts) although both
have the global conservations.
4.4. One group iron-water problem
The last test is a modified one-group iron-water shielding problem [30] used
to test accuracy of numerical schemes in relatively thick materials (see the con-
figuration in Figure 6a). Material properties listed in Table 4 are from the
thermal group data. S4 is used in the angular discretization. The reference is
SDLS using 1200×1200 cells (see the scalar flux in Figure 6b). The scalar flux in
the domain is rather smooth due to the scatterings. As a result, with moderately
fine mesh (120×120 cells), we see SDLS graphically agrees with CFEM-SAAF
and LS in the line-out illustrated in Figure 7a. We further examine the absorp-
tion rate errors in iron. As shown in Figure 7b, LS and CFEM-SAAF presents
similar spatial convergence rates. However, LS presents lower accuracy than
CFEM-SAAF with the presence of material interface between iron and water.
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On the other hand, by setting two interfaces between iron and water and intro-
ducing extra DoFs on the subdomain interfaces, SDLS converges to the reference
solution much earlier than the other methods.
Table 4: Material cross sections in one-group iron-water test.
Materials σt [cm
−1] σs [cm−1]
Water 3.2759 3.2656
Iron 1.1228 0.9328
(a) Problem configuration.
(b) Scalar flux distribution from reference.
Figure 6: Results from the iron water problem.
In addition, we present a timing comparison of different methods in Fig-
ure 8 using the same error data employed in Figure 7b. Both CFEM-SAAF
and SDLS are more accurate given a specific computing time. For a specific
high error level (> 3 × 10−3) obtained using coarse meshes, the SDLS is more
time-consuming than CFEM-SAAF. However, for low error levels (<3 × 10−3)
achieved by refining the mesh, SDLS cost much less total computing time than
CFEM-SAAF. On the other hand, when the total computing time increases,
SDLS error drops faster than both CFEM-SAAF and LS. Overall, the linear
solver presents reasonable efficiency for SDLS despite the fact that the system
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(b) Relative iron absorption errors.
Figure 7: Results from the iron water problem.
is non-SPD.
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Figure 8: Relative errors of absorption rate in iron vs total computing time.
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5. Concluding remarks and further discussions
5.1. Conclusions
In this work, we proposed a subdomain discontinuous least-squares dis-
cretization method for solving neutral particle transport. It solves a least-
squares problem in each region of the problem assuming spatially uniform cross
sections within each region and couples the contiguous regions with discon-
tinuous interface conditions. We demonstrated that our formulation preserves
conservation in each subdomain and gives smaller numerical error than either
SAAF or standard least squares methods.
Though SDLS is angularly discretized with SN method in this work, PN
would be applicable in the angular discretization as well. Therein, LSPN [31,
32, 33] is applied in each subdomain with Mark-type boundary condition used
as interface condition [34]. Further, since SDLS allows the discontinuity on the
subdomain interface, different angular schemes, e.g. SN and PN can be used in
different subdomains. In fact, the angular coupling is desirable for SAAF in the
code suite Rattlesnake [35] at Idaho National Laboratory. An initial imple-
mentation of the coupling has been developed in [36] through enforcing strong
continuity of angular flux on coupling subdomain interfaces. And later, the
interface discontinuity is applied to SAAF to allow an effectively improved cou-
pling scheme reported in [37, 38] and implemented in Rattlesnake to improve
the neutronics calculations.
5.2. Future recommendations
We restrict the method to the configuration that total cross section is uni-
form within subdomains. In cases total cross sections varies smoothly within
subdomains, one could simply weight the subdomain functional with reciprocal
total cross section while weighting the subdomain interface functional with 1.
The rationale is such that weak form resembles the conservative CFEM-SAAF
in the corresponding subdomain with spatially varying cross sections (see Ref.
[6] for demonstration).
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The other interesting direction is to explore the effects of re-entrant curved
subdomain interfaces, which is not considered in current study. The efficacy of
the method and according solving techniques in these cases are not known and
worthy of investigation.
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